Abstract

Eye movements are tied to specific tasks or strategies, so monitoring those movements can provide a valuable insight into our methods of perception. Taking advantage of this window, scientists have done eye tracking experiments in an attempt to characterize our visual perception of the world around us. Many eye trackers are laboratory based and immobile. The Visual Perception Lab at RIT utilizes portable monocular eye trackers developed within the lab. While tracking one eye provides good data to examine our vision and scene perception, humans are equipped with two eyes, which provide clues we use in our world in addition to those gathered by only one eye. By observing both eyes using the portable eye tracking system we are attempting to look at these additional clues. Researchers have found interesting differences when using binocular eye tracking versus monocular eye tracking. These new observations often occur in a laboratory setting within defined parameters; it has been shown, however, that well-constrained experiments may tell more about the constraints than about the properties being observed. Using the portable binocular eye tracker, the observations found in laboratories can now be tested in the real world. The data that is gathered was specifically analyzed in detail for version and vergence movements, with special detail given to the vergence observations.
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